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Abstract.—Discovery of cryptic species using molecular tools has become common in many animal groups but it is rarely
accompanied by morphological revision, creating ongoing problems in taxonomy and conservation. In copepods, cryptic
species have been discovered in most groups where fast-evolving molecular markers were employed. In this study at Yeelirrie
in Western Australia we investigate a subterranean species complex belonging to the harpacticoid genus Schizopera Sars,
1905, using both the barcoding mitochondrial COI gene and landmark-based two-dimensional geometric morphometrics.
Integumental organs (sensilla and pores) are used as landmarks for the first time in any crustacean group. Complete
congruence between DNA-based species delimitation and relative position of integumental organs in two independent
morphological structures suggests the existence of three distinct evolutionary units. We describe two of them as new species,
employing a condensed taxonomic format appropriate for cryptic species. We argue that many supposedly cryptic species
might not be cryptic if researchers focus on analyzing morphological structures with multivariate tools that explicitly take
into account geometry of the phenotype. A perceived supremacy of molecular methods in detecting cryptic species is in our
view a consequence of disparity of investment and unexploited recent advancements in morphometrics among taxonomists.
Our study shows that morphometric data alone could be used to find diagnostic morphological traits and gives hope to
anyone studying small animals with a hard integument or shell, especially opening the door to assessing fossil diversity
and rich museum collections. We expect that simultaneous use of molecular tools with geometry-oriented morphometrics
may yield faster formal description of species. Decrypted species in this study are a good example for urgency of formal
descriptions, as they display short-range endemism in small groundwater calcrete aquifers in a paleochannel, where
their conservation may be threatened by proposed mining. [Barcoding; cuticular pore; integrative taxonomy; sensillum;
speciation; stygofauna.]

Estimation and characterization of species diversity
is important from both fundamental and applied
perspectives. As “species” is the operational unit for
biodiversity, defining species boundaries represents
the mainstay for biodiversity quantification and
management, and its conceptualization has received a
considerable intellectual effort (Sites and Marshall 2003;
de Queiroz 2007). Species delimitation is traditionally
assessed by comparing variability in organisms’
morphological traits, and in some cases physiological,
developmental, behavioral, and ecological traits, and
also, increasingly, genetic traits (Padial et al. 2010).
Frequently, however, evolutionary history (e.g., pattern
and rate) of compared traits differs within a particular
lineage, which in turn impedes species delimitation.
The failure to detect so-called “cryptic” or “hidden”
species results in underestimation of true levels of
biodiversity (Lefébure et al. 2006; Padial et al. 2010;
Vodă et al. 2014) and it is now well established that
cryptic species occur in most animal groups (Bickford
et al. 2007; Pfenninger and Schwenk 2007). “Cryptic”
species refers to two or more species that were not
distinguished morphologically at the time of original
description and are erroneously classified under the
same scientific name. Many cryptic species are detected

by subsequent molecular analysis, sometimes many
years later, so emergence of “integrative taxonomy”
as a discipline brings an operational framework that
evaluates several lines of evidence in order to delimit
species boundaries (Dayrat 2005; Pante et al. 2015). Even
when several lines of evidence consistently disagree and
therefore impede species delimitation for a considerable
time, the utility of integrative taxonomy, combined
with evolutionary explanations, advances knowledge
of species boundaries and evolutionary processes
simultaneously and provides solid nomenclatural
outcomes (Andújar et al. 2014).

Taxonomy studies today are strongly biased toward
vertebrates (Gaston and May 1992; Pante et al. 2015),
even though they account for only approximately 3% of
the described species diversity on Earth (Zhang 2011).
Copepods and other aquatic arthropods unquestionably
deserve more research effort. Even though cryptic
species occur in most animal groups, it is clear that
groups with well-studied morphology and specimens
of large size show this phenomenon much less. For
example, after barcoding 260 North American bird
species Hebert et al. (2004) discovered only four possible
cryptic species. In contrast, in subterranean faunas
numerous cryptic species may be revealed by molecular
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analysis owing to the typically conservative and
convergent morphology resulting from evolutionary
troglogenesis (Guzik et al. 2011). In Western Australia
for example, numerous cryptic species of amphipod
crustaceans have been revealed initially by molecular
analysis (Finston et al. 2007; Bradford et al. 2010),
which has triggered closer scrutiny and subsequent
detection of morphological differences (King et al. 2012).
As copepods are smaller and therefore more difficult
to study than amphipods, it comes as no surprise
that studies of some fast-evolving mitochondrial
markers suggested several morphospecies to actually
be complexes of cryptic species (Bláha et al. 2010;
Hamrova et al. 2012). Karanovic and Krajicek (2012a)
proposed previously understudied microstructures,
such as integumental organs, as a useful tool to
distinguish newly discovered cryptic species. However,
sometimes even detailed non-multivariate studies of
these microstructures failed to provide morphological
characters for delimitation of cryptic species detected
using molecular tools (Karanovic and Cooper 2012).

All arthropods have their bodies covered by a rigid
cuticle, which protects their inner organs and tissues
but at the same time impedes communication with the
surrounding environment. A significant proportion of
this communication is thus achieved through sensilla
and pores, small cuticular organs which cover vast
areas of their body (Hallberg and Hannson 1999). Their
very different size, structure, number, and function
suggest that it would be difficult to homologize them
in different arthropod groups (Crouau 1997; Keil 1997;
Hallberg and Skog 2011), although some researchers
have implied homology through common or analogous
terminologies for insect and crustacean cuticular organs
(Shelton and Laverack 1968; Fleminger 1973). Even
within crustaceans their diversity is astonishing. A quick
look through several complete or partial surveys of
cuticular organs in some groups of decapods (Mauchline
1977), amphipods (Oshel et al. 1988; Zimmer et al. 2009),
isopods (Powell and Halcrow 1982; Khalaji-Pirbalouty
2014), branchiopods (Cash-Clark and Martin 1994;
Boundrias and Pires 2002), cephalocaridans (Elofsson
and Hessler 1994), ostracods (Puri 1974; Meisch and
Wouters 2004), and copepods (Von Vaupel Klein 1982a)
reveals a plethora of specialized sensilla and pores (and
their terminology), some of which hold a potential to
increase the number of recognized synapomorphies for
certain taxa. Diversity of cuticular organs reported for
copepods alone comprises at least some 20 distinct
types (Von Vaupel Klein 1982a). Despite the fact that
many studies have advocated the phylogenetic potential
of these characters, and proposed some groupings
based on intuitive methods (Puri 1974; Mauchline 1988;
Tsukagoshi 1990; Olesen 1996; Høeg and Kolbasov 2002),
the first study that tested their phylogenetic value in any
group of crustaceans was not done until very recently
(Karanovic and Kim 2014a). This is in stark contrast
with taxonomic and phylogenetic practices in some other
groups of small animals with a rigid integument, such
as, for example, insects (Alarie 1998; D’Haese 2003;

Faucheux et al. 2006), mites (Shen et al. 2014), tardigrades
(Nichols et al. 2006), and kinorhynchs (Nebelsick 1992;
Sørensen et al. 2012).

Employing molecular techniques was one of the
priorities of our study to aid in species delimitation
and reconstruction of their phlylogenetic relationships.
DNA-based species identification methods, referred to
as “DNA barcoding”, have been widely employed to
estimate levels of species diversity, with the 5′-end of
the mitochondrial COI gene proposed as the “barcode”
for all animal species (Hebert et al. 2003). The advantage
of the mtCOI gene is that it often shows low levels of
genetic variation within species, but high levels
of divergence between species; for the most common
divergence values in a variety of crustacean taxa see
Lefébure et al. (2006) and for harpacticoid copepods
see Karanovic and Cooper (2011a, 2011b, 2012) and
Karanovic and Kim (2014b). In recent years several
studies on copepods showed that combining molecular
and morphological methods can help answer questions
related to cryptic speciation (Bláha et al. 2010; Hamrova
et al. 2012), invasions of new habitats and colonization
pathways (Lee et al. 2003; Winkler et al. 2008; Karanovic
and Cooper 2011a, 2012), anthropogenic translocation
(Karanovic and Krajicek 2012a), short-range endemism
(Karanovic and Cooper 2011a), suitability of novel micro-
morphological characters (Karanovic and Kim 2014a),
and definition of supraspecific taxa in conservative
genera or families (Huys et al. 2006, 2012; Karanovic and
Cooper 2011b; Karanovic and Krajicek 2012b).

There is no question that a combined morphological
and molecular approach results in a much more
thorough study (Will et al. 2005; Padial et al. 2010),
but most research detecting cryptic speciation does not
lead to species descriptions (Pante et al. 2015). This may
inflate alpha diversity estimation and in some cases pose
an important economic impact (Chessman et al. 2007;
Morrison et al. 2009). In this article we aim to follow
through with description of the new taxa resulting
from our analyses, consistent with sound taxonomic
practice that satisfies the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN) (1999). As advocated
by many researchers, not linking biological data to
a formal species name results in these data losing
tremendous value (Goldstein and DeSalle 2011; Platnick
2013), and taxa have to be named to benefit from any
conservation program (Mace 2004; Karanovic et al.
2013b). Established lists of species names represent
starting points for a majority of research programs,
natural resource management, and biodiversity
conservation (Costello et al. 2013; De Carvalho et al.
2014).

In the present article we tackle the Schizopera akation
Karanovic and Cooper, 2012 species-complex from the
Yeelirrie paleochannel in Western Australia, using two-
dimensional (2D) geometric morphometrics based on
integumental organs as landmarks. We believe this is
the first time this approach has been tried in any
crustacean group. We aim to test if the mtCOI gene is
more sensitive than the 2D geometric morphometrics.
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In this way we compare two different methods for
species delimitation, consistent with emerging trends
in systematic biology (Marshall et al. 2006; Pons et al.
2006; Wiens 2007; Carstens et al. 2013). Landmark-
based geometric morphometrics has been employed
to solve a variety of questions from the broader
context of ecology and evolution (Collyer and Adams
2013), evolutionary developmental biology (Parsons and
Albertson 2013; Sanger et al. 2013), and biogeography
(Meloro et al. 2013, 2014). Coupled with high statistical
power, this method is suitable for detecting even
subtle variation, such as asymmetry of morphological
structures (Klingenberg and McIntyre 1998; Klingenberg
et al. 2002). A quantification and discrimination of
variation that is not visible by the human eye makes
geometric morphometrics a valuable tool for detecting
cryptic species (Adams and Funk 1997; Baylac et al.
2003; Milankov et al. 2009; Francuski et al. 2011; Yu
et al. 2013; Barão et al. 2014; Mitrovski-Bogdanović et al.
2014; Schwarzfeld and Sperling 2014). To provide a
broader perspective for our comparison, we examine
molecular phylogeny of the S. akation complex and
chosen landmark sensilla and pores in a wider group
of congeners.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimen Collection
In total, 119 specimens belonging to 11 morphospecies

were used for our survey of selected integumental organs
(Figs. 1 and 2) using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
(Table 1), while 49 specimens of S. akation were sampled
for morphometric analyses (Table 2). An additional
39 Schizopera Sars, 1905 specimens, belonging to 12
morphospecies, as well as four Stenhelia Boeck, 1865
specimens, belonging to two morphospecies, were used
for our molecular analyses (Table 1). The holotype of S.
akation was not used in this study, as it was dissected
and mounted in a permanent medium (see Karanovic
and Cooper 2012), but all specimens belonging to our
Clade A are topotypes.

Most samples of Schizopera studied here were collected
in shallow groundwater calcrete aquifers on Yeelirrie
Station (Fig. 3) in the Yilgarn region of Western
Australia (see Karanovic and Cooper 2012). Two other
Schizopera species were collected from groundwaters in
the Pilbara region of Western Australia (see Karanovic
and McRae 2013). One species was collected from
Japan, in subterranean waters in the vicinity of the
ancient Lake Biwa (see Karanovic et al. 2015). Two
species of the marine genus Stenhelia were collected
from shallow littoral habitats in Korea and Russia
(see Karanovic et al. 2014) and used as outgroups
for our molecular analyses, as well as for rooting
the trees. The latter belong to the same family as
Schizopera (Miraciidae), but to a different subfamily
(Stenheliinae) (see Karanovic and Kim 2014b). All
Australian specimens are deposited in the Western
Australian Museum (WAM), Perth, Western Australia;

the Japanese specimens are deposited in the Lake
Biwa Museum (LBM), Kusatsu, Shiga prefecture; and
the specimens belonging to our two outgroup taxa
are deposited in the National Institute of Biological
Resources (NIBR), Incheon, South Korea.

Samples from Australia were collected with haul nets
from groundwater bores of various salinity (Karanovic
and Cooper 2012); those from Japan were collected
from freshwater hyporheic habitats using Bou-Rouch
style phreatic samplers, similar to those used by Tanaka
et al. (2014); the Korean outgroup was collected from
muddy sediments with a Van Veen grab sampler
(Karanovic et al. 2014), then subsamples were taken
using acrylic corers and animals were extracted using
Ludox method (Burgess 2001); the Russian outgroup
was collected with a hand-net from a sandy bottom
using SCUBA (Karanovic et al. 2014). Samples were
preserved in the field in cold 99.9% ethanol, kept on
ice or in a refrigerator, and sorted in a laboratory.
Specimens for SEM were dehydrated in progressive
ethanol concentrations, transferred into pure isoamyl-
acetate, critical-point dried, mounted on stubs, coated in
gold, and observed under a Hitachi S-4700 microscope
on the in-lens detector, with an accelerating voltage
of 10 kV and working distances between 12.3 and
13.4 mm.

Molecular Data Collection
Specimens for molecular analyses were examined

without dissecting under a Leica MB2500 phase-
interference compound microscope (objective 63×dry)
in propylene glycol. After examination they were
returned to 100% ethanol. DNA from Australian
specimens was extracted using the GENTRA method
(Puregene) according to the manufacturer’s protocol
for fresh tissues. PCR amplifications of a 623-bp
fragment from the mitochondrial COI gene were
carried out with the “universal” primers LCOI490 and
HCO2198 (Folmer et al. 1994). When needed, additional
“nested” primers, designed by Ms Kathleen Saint (South
Australian Museum) from preliminary copepod COI
sequence data, were used in combination with the
universal primers to improve the PCR amplification
efficiency (Karanovic and Cooper 2012). An initial PCR
amplification used the combination LCOI490/HCO2198,
and then 1 ��L of product was used to seed nested
PCRs in the following combinations: M1323/HCO2198
or M1321/M1322. PCR amplifications were carried out
in 25 �L volumes containing: 4 mM MgCl2, 0.20 mm
dNTPs, 1×PCR buffer (Applied Biosystems), 6 pmol
of each primer, and 0.5 U of AmpliTaq Gold (Applied
Biosystems). PCR amplification was performed under
the following conditions: initialization at 94°C for 9
min; then 34 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 45
s, annealing at 48°C for 45 s, elongation at 72°C for
60 s, with a final elongation step at 72°C for 6 min.
PCR products were purified using a vacuum plate
method and sequencing was undertaken using the
ABI prism Big Dye Terminator Cycle sequencing kit
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FIGURE 1. Landmark (LM) sensilla and pores on the cephalothorax in six specimens of Schizopera akation Karanovic and Cooper, 2012,
belonging to three different molecular clades (see Figs. 3 and 4): a) female 1 from bore SB14-1 (clade A); b) female from bore YYD22 (clade C);
c) female 1 from bore L-UNK1 (clade B); d) female 2 from bore L-UNK1 (clade B); e) male from bore L-UNK1 (clade B); f) female 2 from bore
SB14-1 (clade A). Arrowheads mark absent LMs 7 and 17 in b and f, respectively.

(PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) on an ABI
3700 DNA analyser (Applied Biosystems). DNA from
Korean, Russian, and Japanese specimens was extracted
using the LaboPassTM extraction kit (COSMO Co. Ltd,
Korea) and following the manufacturer’s protocols for
fresh tissue, except that samples were incubated in the
Proteinase K solution overnight, Step 5 was skipped, and
60 instead of 200 ��L of Buffer AE was added in the

final step, to increase the density of DNA. Amplifications
were made using PCR premix (BiONEER Co.) in TaKaRa
PCR thermal cycler (Takara Bio Inc., Otsu, Shiga, Japan),
with the following protocol: initial denaturation at 94°C
for 300 s; 40 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 30 s,
annealing at 42°C for 120 s, extension at 72°C for 60
s, and final extension at 72°C for 600 s. PCR results
were checked by electrophoresis of the amplification
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FIGURE 2. Female genital double-somite of four Schizopera Sars, 1905 species: a) S. cooperi Karanovic and McRae, 2013; b) S. uranusi Karanovic
and Cooper, 2012; c) S. analspinulosa analspinulosa Karanovic and Cooper, 2012; d) S. akation Karanovic and Cooper, 2012 from bore YYD22
(clade C); e) S. akation from bore SB14-1 (clade A); f) S. akation from bore L-UNK1 (clade B; see Figs. 3 and 4). Arabic numerals indicating four
sensilla and single pore selected as LMs for S. akation. Black arrowhead marks an absent LM 4; white arrowheads mark additional rows of minute
spinules.

products on 1% agarose gel with ethidium bromide.
PCR products were purified with a LaboPassTM PCR
purification kit and sequenced in both directions using
a 3730xl DNA analyzer (Macrogen, Korea). The complete
mitochondrial genome of S. knabei was downloaded
from GenBank (see Easton et al. 2014) and trimmed for
the largest overlapping range with any other congener

after alignment (640 bases), while all other sequences
were used with their original lengths, ranging from 407
to 639 bases.

Molecular Data Analysis
Obtained sequences were checked manually and

aligned by the ClustalW algorithm (Thompson et al.
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TABLE 2. List of Schizopera akation specimens sampled for 2D geometric morphometrics

Cladea Calcreteb Linec Localityd Date Codee Sex Cthf GSg

A SB14 SB14 SB14-1 11-iii-2009 LN6492f1 ♀ + +
A SB14 SB14 SB14-1 21-ix-2010 10:0535ef1 ♀ + +
A SB14 SB14 SB14-1 21-ix-2010 10:0535ef2 ♀ + +
A SB14 SB14 SB14-1 18-iii-2010 LN8182f1 ♀ + +
A SB14 SB14 SB14-1 18-iii-2010 LN8182m1 ♂ + −
A SB14 SB14 SB14-1 18-iii-2010 LN8182m2 ♂ + −
A SB14 SB14 SB14-1 18-iii-2010 LN8182m3 ♂ + −
A SB14 SB14 SB14-1 21-ix-2010 10:0535em1 ♂ + −
A SB14 SB14 SB14-1 21-ix-2010 10:0535em2 ♂ + −
B L Line L L-UNK1 12-x-2010 LN7360f1 ♀ + +h

B L Line L L-UNK1 18-iii-2010 LN7139f1 ♀ + +
B L Line L L-UNK1 18-iii-2010 LN7139f2 ♀ + +
B L Line L L-UNK1 16-iii-2010 LN8533f1 ♀ + +
B L Line L L-UNK1 16-iii-2010 LN8533f2 ♀ + +
B L Line L L-UNK1 16-iii-2010 LN8533f3 ♀ + +
B L Line L L-UNK1 16-iii-2010 LN8533f4 ♀ + +
B L Line L L-UNK1 18-iii-2010 LN7139m1 ♂ + −
B L Line L L-UNK1 18-iii-2010 LN7139m2 ♂ + −
B L Line L L-UNK1 18-iii-2010 LN7139m3 ♂ + −
B L Line L L-UNK1 16-iii-2010 LN8533m1 ♂ + −
B L Line L L-UNK1 16-iii-2010 LN8533m2 ♂ + −
B L Line L YYHC0050B 23-iii-2010 LN9980cm1 ♂ + −
B L Line L YYHC0050B 23-ix-2010 LN9980cm2 ♂ + −
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYAC0018C 16-iii-2010 LN8355m1 ♂ + −
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496f1 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496f2 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496f3 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496f4 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496f5 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496f6 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496f7 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496f8 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496m1 ♂ + −
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496m2 ♂ + −
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496m3 ♂ + −
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496m4 ♂ + −
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD22 15-iii-2010 LN8496m5 ♂ + −
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD26 20-iii-2010 LN8297f1 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD26 20-iii-2010 LN8297f2 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD26 15-iii-2010 LN8479f1 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD26 15-iii-2010 LN8479f2 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD26 15-iii-2010 LN8479f3 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD26 20-iii-2010 LN8297m1 ♂ + −
C Yeelirrie Line 1 YYD26 20-iii-2010 LN8297m2 ♂ + −
C Yeelirrie Line 2 YYAC1004C 21-iii-2010 LN8555f1 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line 3 YYAC118 12-xi-2009 LN7389f1 ♀ + −
C Yeelirrie Line F YU1 15-iii-2010 LN8492f1 ♀ + +
C Yeelirrie Line F YU1 15-iii-2010 LN8492m1 ♂ + −
C Yeelirrie Line F YU1 15-iii-2010 LN8492m2 ♂ + −

Total 49 27

aOne of three cryptic species detected with molecular markers (see Fig. 4).
bOne of three disjunct subterranean islands in Yeelirrie where this complex was recorded (see Fig. 3).
cTransverse series of bores used both for geological exploration of uranium ore and stygofauna sampling.
dCode used for individual sampling bore.
eUnique number given to each specimen, based on the unique number given to each sample in the field (see Karanovic and Cooper 2012).
fLandmarks acquired on the cephalothorax.
gLandmarks acquired on the genital double-somite.
hSet of landmarks excluded from our analyses.
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FIGURE 3. Map of the study area showing location of 22 bore-lines, with selection of photographs from sampling localities (bores and wells).
The inset shows the locations of the study area in Western Australia. The general subterranean water flow in the paleochannel is from north-west
to south-east. Approximate distributions of the three clades of Schizopera akation Karanovic and Cooper, 2012, detected with molecular markers
(see Fig. 4) are marked as clades A, B, and C and the same letters for them are used throughout this article.

1994) in MEGA 6 (Tamura et al. 2013). The alignment
was checked again to make sure that all sites are
unambiguously aligned. All sequences were translated
into protein using MEGA to check for stop codons,
ambiguities, or insertions/deletions indicative of non-
functional copies of COI. BLAST analyses of GenBank
were used to confirm that the obtained sequences are
copepod in origin and not contaminants. The best
evolutionary model of nucleotide substitution for our
data set was established by the Akaike Information
Criterion, performed with jModelTest (Posada and
Crandall 1998; Guindon and Gascuel 2003). For the
maximum-likelihood (ML) analysis the Hasegawa–
Kishino–Yano model (Hasegawa et al. 1985) with gamma
distributed rates with invariant sites (HKY+G+I) was
selected. Most phylogenetic analyses were conducted
using PAUP* 4.0a 144 (Swofford 2003). Maximum
parsimony (MP) analysis was conducted using a
heuristic search option and the following parameters:
TBR branch swapping algorithm, AccTran optimization,
“3+1” test, treat gaps as missing data, collapse
branches if maximum length is zero, and other default
PAUP* settings. ML analysis was conducted using the

HKY+G+I model and PAUP* default settings. One
thousand bootstrap replicates were performed to obtain
a relative measure of node support for the resulting trees.
ML pairwise distances (HKY+G+I model) were also
computed in PAUP*. For molecular species delimitation
we used the Automatic Barcode Gap Discovery (ABGD)
web interface (Puillandre et al. 2012), with ML pairwise
distances generated in PAUP* as the primary input and
the value of the proxy for the minimum gap width (X)
set to 1.1. We also used the bPTP web interface (Zhang
et al. 2013) for molecular species delimitation, using a
tree generated with PhyML 3.0 tree (Guindon et al. 2010)
under default setting on our original alignment, as the
only input. PhyloMap-PTP (Zhang et al. 2011) was used
for visualization of the bPTP species delimitation results.

Morphometric Data Collection
Specimens of S. akation for morphometric data

collection (Table 2) were dissected in half (prosome
was separated from urosome) and temporarily mounted
on microscope slides in glycerol, with two human
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hairs of appropriate thickness mounted between the
slide and coverslip. An animals’ dorsal perspective
that ensures a perpendicular angle to the microscope
objective was obtained by manipulating the coverslip
carefully by hand, and by checking that symmetrical
structures (dorsal pairs of sensilla and pores) were
in focus at the same time. Once the specimens
were appropriately positioned, pores and sensilla were
mapped on a paper using a drawing tube attached
to a Leica MB2500 phase-interference compound
microscope, always under the same magnification (PL
FLUOTAR 100× oil-immersion objective). We selected
30 of them from the cephalothorax (Fig. 1a–c) for all
specimens, and 5 from the genital double-somite (Fig. 2f)
for females only. To avoid distortion, specimens were
consistently oriented under 100× objective and centered
with an eyepiece grid. Even though specimens slightly
differed in length, their thickness was quite consistent
(and well matched with chosen hairs), and distortion
due to compression was non-existent.

All selected integumental organs used for geometric
morphometric assessment are landmarks (LMs) of type
I (Bookstein 1991). Cephalothorax and genital double-
somite were mapped independently and analyzed as
independent data sets. Of the 30 selected LMs on the
cephalothorax only 7 were pores, which included one
large medial pore at the base of rostrum (LM 29;
see Fig. 1e), one pair of small anterior dorsal pores
(LMs 4 and 18; Fig. 1e), one pair of large posterior
dorso-lateral pores (LMs 9 and 23; Fig. 1d), and one
pair of small posterior dorsal pores (LMs 12 and 26;
Fig. 1d). It is unclear whether these seven pores are
sensory or excretory organs or both. Regarding sensilla
on the cephalothorax, one is medial (LM 30; Fig. 1a–
c), while all others are paired; two posterior pairs are
located very close to each other (LMs 10 and 11 as
well as 24 and 25; Fig. 1d). The outer circular openings
of pores and the circular bases of sensilla were used
as LMs, and coordinates were taken from the center
of each circle. Two specimens that lacked one of the
LMs (the most common obvious form of intraspecific
variability in harpacticoids) were not used for data
collection (arrows are pointing missing LMs 7 and 17 in
Fig. 1b and f, respectively). Dorso-lateral cuticular organs
on the cephalothorax could also be unquestionably
homologized from dorsal view (see Fig. 1a–c), but
they were not included in our morphometric analyses
because of the potential parallax and distortions related
to 2D representation of 3D structures. Two unpaired
(medial) LMs (29 and 30) were used to define the
longitudinal axis (symmetry axis) on the cephalothorax.
Medial LMs were missing on the genital double-somite
in S. akation, so the longitudinal axis could not be defined
and only five LMs were mapped, all on the left side
(Fig. 2f). Only one of them was a pore (LM 5), while
the other four were all sensilla of similar size; LMs 1
and 2 were always closer to each other than any of
them to other LMs. One specimen with a missing LM 4
(arrowed in Fig. 2d) was not used for data acquisition of
the genital segment, but was used for data acquisition

of the cephalothorax. In total, we sampled LMs from
27 females and 22 males (Table 2). One female (code
LN7360f1) was also excluded from our analysis of LMs
on the genital double-somite because of the extremely
displaced LM 2, even though the same structure on
the right side was normally placed (i.e., very close to
LM 1).

Morphometric Data Analysis
In order to quantify relative composition of cuticular

organs (shape) of both cephalothorax and genital
double-somite, we employed 2D landmark-based
geometric morphometrics (Bookstein 1991). Pencil
drawings of cuticular organs’ landmarks were scanned,
and 2D Cartesian coordinates from scanned drawings
were obtained using tpsDIG 2 software, version 2.17
(Rohlf 2013). Drawings and digitization of landmarks
were performed by the same person (T.K.). Cartesian
coordinates were aligned using generalized Procrustes
superimposition (GPA) (Rohlf and Slice 1990; Dryden
and Mardia 1998), which mathematically removes
effects of non-shape variation (position, orientation,
and scale). During this procedure, size (represented
as centroid size) and shape (represented as Procrustes
shape coordinates) for each individual were estimated.
All procedures related to GPA were done using MorphoJ
software (v. 1.06c) (Klingenberg 2011). The cephalothorax
is a symmetric structure, and this fact was explicitly
taken into account during GPA (Klingenberg et al.
2002). Such adjusted GPA separates shape variation
into symmetric and asymmetric components, and
only the symmetric component was considered in
further analyses. The symmetric component represents
“averaging” between left and right sides of the
body, where small possible discrepancies induced by
positioning specimens relative to the microscope’s lens
along the transverse axis should be eliminated and thus
improve shape estimates.

After extraction of size and shape, a series of
exploratory and inferential tests were employed in order
to characterize patterns of size and shape variation
across clades (A, B, and C) and sexes. Because of the
small sample size per group relative to the number
of shape variables, inferential tests were based on a
non-parametric (np) approach, which uses a residual
randomization permutation procedure (RRPP) (Collyer
et al. 2015) available in the geomorph package (v. 2.1.3)
(Adams and Otárola-Castillo 2013) for R statistical
environment (R Core Team 2014). For the same reason,
we did not employ ordination methods that rely on
inversion of the shape data variance–covariance matrix,
such as canonical variate analyses, but rather we
used principal component analyses (PCA). In order to
characterize patterns of variation attributable to clades
and sexes and their interaction we used linear models
where statistical evaluation of terms was assessed with
RRPP (10,000 iterations). For brevity, depending on the
type of response variable(s) used in linear models,
we referred to models as npANOVAs when size was
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the response variable and npMANOVAs when shape
was the response variable. For both approaches, the
sum-of-squares (SS) are of type I and the effect of
each term in the model was quantified as the amount
of variation explained by the term relative to the
total variation, and was expressed as coefficient of
determination (R2), ranging from 0 to 1. An effect of
size was evaluated with Z score, which is the standard
deviation of an effect SS in the random distribution
of SS generated by permutations (Collyer et al. 2015).
Using Z scores as an effect size will enable one to
compare results across studies. It is important to note
that SS of terms in the npMANOVAs was assessed
using Procrustes distances among specimens, rather
than explained covariance matrices among variables.
The latter approach is the basis for traditional MANOVA,
but it is less effective or even impossible when
sample size is small compared with the number of
variables. Because clades and sexes showed differences
in cephalothorax size (see Results), we analyzed the
effect of allometry with the npMANCOVA model where
centroid size was used as covariate. Allometry-free (or
size corrected) shape data for ordination purposes were
obtained as residuals from regression of shape data
onto centroid size (Monteiro 1999). PCA was used to
characterize and visualize patterns of distribution of
individuals in the morphospace defined by the first two
PC vectors. Shape changes between consensus shape
and mean shape of respective groups were visualized
by deformation grids and vector displacements of
particular LMs. UPGMA phenograms were constructed
based on pairwise Euclidian distances among groups’
least squares means. Statistical significance of pairwise
distances was evaluated by a permutation test with
10,000 iterations in the geomorph package.

RESULTS

Molecular Phylogeny of Schizopera
Average ML pairwise distances between

species were found to be very high (see
Supplementary Table S1, available on Dryad at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s), with the
lowest divergence (24.6%) between S. leptafurca and
S. uranusi. Divergences between all other taxa were
in excess of 25.2%. There was evidence for multiple
divergent lineages within the morphospecies S. akation,
with the average sequence divergence of 14.7% and
divergence between haplotypes ranging from 5.3% to
23.1%. All other divergences within morphospecies
were below 2.1%.

The ingroup was recovered in all phylogenetic
analyses (Fig. 4), and was supported with relatively
high bootstrap values (99% for ML and 98% for
MP). All our analyses also supported the presence
of at least 13 genetically divergent ingroup lineages,
corresponding to 13 morphospecies, and all nine of
the multisample lineages were supported with high

bootstrap values (between 94% and 100%). A sister
group relationship between S. uranusi and S. leptafurca
was only relatively weakly supported in our ML
analysis, but was moderately supported in our MP
analysis. A group comprising S. uranusi, S. leptafurca,
and S. emphysema was weakly supported by our PAUP*
analyses, but moderately by PhyML; the latter being in
accordance with morphological evidence presented in
their original descriptions. A relatively well-supported
sister group relationship between S. a. analspinulosa
and S. analspinulosa linel was also shown. Relationship
among morphologically very similar S. kronosi and S.
analspinulosa was recovered in our ML analyses, but
with extremely low bootstrap support. Most basal nodes
had very low bootstrap support, which is likely due
to saturation at third codon positions, and also to
the various lengths of the amplified gene fragments.
However, the tree topology did not differ significantly
between different methods employed.

The one specimen that did not match our
morphospecies (JQ390571.1; preliminary identification
as S. cf. uranusi) formed a separate lineage and is likely
to represent an uncharacterized species of Schizopera.
None of our analyses suggested a particularly close
relationship of S. abei and S. akolos, the only two species
in this group with a two-segmented endopod of the
fourth leg and previously considered members of a
separate genus.

The phylogenetic position of S. akation is unresolved,
and all our analyses suggested it as a sister clade to all
other Schizopera species, except for Schizopera sp. 2, but
the bootstrap support for this relationship was only 21%.
However, the structure within this species complex is
highly resolved, with high bootstrap values supporting
clade A as a sister to two other clades (B+C). This
relationship is nicely reflected in their distribution (see
Fig. 3), with clade A living furthest downstream in the
paleochannel, clade B being collected in the calcrete L,
and the most terminal branches of clade C living in
the uppermost reaches. This pattern, with intermediate
clades living in intermediate calcretes (or bore lines), was
also observed in S. leptafurca (Fig. 4).

Molecular Species Delimitation
Both ABGD (Fig. 5) and bPTP (Fig. 6 and

Supplementary Fig. S2, available on Dryad at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s) single-locus
DNA species delimitation methods recovered all three
species in the S. akation complex. Distribution of
pairwise differences in ABGD did not show a clearcut
barcode gap (Fig. 5a), but the distribution of differences
was more or less bell-shaped. Initial and recursive
partitioning in ABGD did not start to diverge until the
value of the prior intraspecific divergence fell below
1.29%, which is comparable with some well-studied
groups and much larger data sets. This is despite several
of our species being represented with less than three
sequences, which was shown to be one of the major
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FIGURE 4. Maximum-likelihood tree based on mtCOI sequences of 40 Schizopera Sars, 1905 specimens from Australia, Japan, and the USA
(see Table 1), constructed using PAUP* 4.0 and an HKY+G+I model of evolution. Numbers on the branches represent bootstrap values above
50% for two different methods (MP/ML) from 1000 pseudoreplicates. The tree is rooted with Stenhelia taiae Mu and Huys, 2002 from Korea and
Stenhelia pubescens Chislenko, 1978 from Russia. The cladogram is drawn to scale and the specimen codes represent their GenBank accession
numbers. Three different clades of Schizopera akation Karanovic and Cooper, 2012, suggesting three cryptic species are indicated with letters A,
B, and C.
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FIGURE 5. Automatic Barcode Gap Discovery (ABGD) outputs, based on ML pairwise distance matrix (HKY+G+I model) as primary input
and the value of the proxy for the minimum gap width (X) set to 1.1: a) Pairwise distance distribution graph, without a clearcut barcode gap; b)
Automatic partition of our data set showing the number of groups inside the partitions (primary and recursive) as a function of the prior limit
between intra- and interspecies divergence; note that a prior of 1.3–10% gives the same 17 putative species for both partitions.

weaknesses of this method in simulations (Puillandre
et al. 2012). Initial partitioning suggested 17 putative
species for all prior values, the only cryptic ones being
those in the S. akation complex. It recovered the two
subspecies of S. analspinulosa as distinct species in
all cases. Recursive partitioning at prior value of 0.7
suggested three putative groups within S. leptafurca,
which deserves further biological discussions that are
beyond the scope of this article.

Our analyses in bPTP suggested at least 16 putative
species (Fig. 6), which is fully congruent with our current
level of taxonomy based on morphology. No cryptic
species were suggested within S. leptafurca, and the two
subspecies of S. analspinulosa were not separated either.
The same three groups are suggested within the S.
akation complex as in our ABGD analyses, according to
geographical isolation of the corresponding populations
in different subterranean islands (Fig. 3) and clades (A,
B, and C) discovered by morphometric analyses in this
study (see below).

Distribution and Homologization of Integumental Organs in
Schizopera

All 30 chosen dorsal integumental organs on the
cephalothorax (Fig. 1a,c,d,e) and all 5 integumental
organs on the left side of the genital double-somite
(Fig. 2f) were unquestionably homologized in the S.
akation complex, based on their nature (pore or sensilla)
and/or relative position. Because we had 7 pores and
23 sensilla on the dorsal side of the cephalothorax,
the possibility to swap LMs was extremely low, even
when some of them had markedly different positions
in different lineages. For example, pores LM 12 and
LM 26 can be posterior to sensilla LM 11 and LM 25

and nearly as close as sensilla LM 10 and LM 24 (see
Fig. 1a) or medial and several lengths further away (see
Fig. 1b,c,d), but they can be always homologized without
any problems because of their different nature. There
was no observable difference between males and females
in the number and identity of LMs on the cephalothorax.
Homologization is even simpler with four dorsal sensilla
and one pore on the genital double-somite, which are all
symmetric structures (Fig. 2d,e,f).

Most of the LMs chosen for the morphometric analysis
of the cephalothorax in S. akation (see below) were
present and easily homologized in other examined
species of Schizopera, but there were also some important
differences. For example, all of the other examined
species of Schizopera lack the rostral pore (LM 29) and
the posterior pair of pores (LM 12 and LM 26), and
most have one additional pair of pores just posterior
to sensilla LM 1 and LM 15 (marked as “x” and
“y” in Supplementary Fig. S1, available on Dryad
at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s). As in S.
akation, some specimens were observed with one or two
LMs missing on one side, although that was relatively
rare, and there was no observable difference between
males and females in the number and identity of LMs
on the cephalothorax.

The female genital double-somite had only five
LMs in S. akation (Fig. 2d,e,f) and all of them were
present in S. uranusi (Fig. 2b), S. leptafurca (not shown),
and S. emphysema (not shown). Schizopera analspinulosa
analspinulosa (Fig. 2c), S. analspinulosa linel (not shown),
and S. kronosi (not shown) were missing posterior pore
LM 5, while S. cooperi (Fig. 2a) and S. abei (not shown)
were missing both the posterior pore LM 5 and the
anterior-medial sensilla LM 2. On the other hand, S.
abei (Fig. 2a) and some specimens of other species were
observed with a central anterior pore (not marked on
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FIGURE 6. PhyloMap visualization of bPTP species delimitation results, with 48.11% of variance explained by the horizontal axis and
16.81% by the vertical axis. A thicker line indicates that the branch length in the original species tree is longer than the branch in the PhyloMap
plot. Boxes show only some of GenBank accession numbers for each species (see Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. S2, available on Dryad at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s). Three cryptic species in the Schizopera akation Karanovic and Cooper, 2012 complex are marked as
Clades A, B, and C throughout this article.

any figures), which was very difficult to observe due to
its small size and detritus accumulation.

Geometric Morphometrics of the S. akation Complex
Size variation.—Two-factor npANOVA, where response
variable was the centroid size of the cephalothorax,
showed that both main effects, clade and sex,
were highly significant, but their interaction was
not (Supplementary Table S2, available on Dryad
at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s). Therefore,
clades and sexes exhibit size differences, while pattern
of sexual size dimorphism is consistent across clades.

According to R2 values, clade effect accounted for 40%
of size variation, while sex effect accounted for 18% of
size variation after considering the variation explained
by clade effect. Clade C individuals appeared to be
the largest, followed by clade B individuals, while
clade A individuals were the smallest. Surprisingly, the
effect of size (Supplementary Table S2, available on
Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s, see Z
value) for sex remained higher compared with clade
effect (8.4 vs. 7), even when the sex effect entered
into the model after the clade term, thus additionally
indicating a consistent pattern of sexual size dimorphism
(Fig. 7).
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FIGURE 7. Cephalothorax size differences among clades (A–C) and sexes (f and m) of Schizopera akation Karanovic and Cooper, 2012. Each
box plot is defined by mean value (horizontal mid-box line), span of standard deviation (box), and extreme values (vertical lines).

In contrast to the cephalothorax size variation
among clades, one-factor npANOVA where the response
variable was centroid size of female’s genital double-
somite showed that the main effect of clade was
not significant (Supplementary Table S3, available
on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s).
There was also a considerable overlap of distributions
of size variation among clades (Supplementary Fig. S3,
available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.
55q0s).

Shape variation.—The two-factor npMANOVA where
shape data of the cephalothorax were used as
response variables indicated that a prominent
source of the shape variation was clade factor,
accounting for 31% of the overall shape variation
(Supplementary Table S4, available on Dryad at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s). Considerably
less variation of shape data was explained by the overall
sexual shape dimorphism, which was 8%. Furthermore,
both main effects were significant. Contrary to this,
the interaction term between main effects was not
significant, reflecting the fact that the pattern of sexual
shape dimorphism was the same across clades. When
separate one-way npMANOVAs were performed for
clade and sex effects, explained variance remained
similar to two-factor npMANOVA (results not shown)
additionally justifying the fact that clade affiliation
contributed considerably to the overall shape variation.

However, since we detected size differences in the
cephalothorax among clades and sexes, we evaluated
the influence of allometry on the shape variation with
the two-factor npMANCOVA where size was used as
covariate (Table 3). In that model, size explained 17%
of shape variation suggesting moderate influences of the
size-related shape changes to the overall shape variation.
Likewise, the clade and sex effects were still significant,
but with a bit lower R2 values compared with the
linear model where size was not consider. Allometric
lines among groups did not differ significantly, which

was indicated by interaction of size covariate and main
effects in the model. The pattern of sexual shape
dimorphism remained consistent across clades after the
size correction (see the interaction of clade and sex).

Shape changes associated with allometry indicated
that almost all LMs were equally affected by size
differences (Supplementary Fig. S4, available on Dryad
at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s). Generally,
the cephalothorax appeared slender and shorter in the
anterior part and wider and more elongated in the
posterior part in larger individuals.

Patterns of the cephalothorax shape variation
estimated through npMANOVA and npMANCOVA
were consistent with PCA plots (Fig. 8) and UPGMA
clusters (Fig. 9). They all showed that variation among
clades was more prominent compared with sexual
shape dimorphism. The PCA plot of the overall shape
variation indicated that the PC1 vector with the load of
26% of the total shape variation separated clade A from
clades B and C. The PCA based on the size-corrected
shape data showed discrete clustering of the cryptic
taxa. The main difference between PCAs based on
overall and size-corrected shape data was the shift
of the clade C in the morphospace, suggesting that
allometry has the strongest impact on that clade. The
most distinct feature of clade A compared with the
other two clades was the displacement of LMs 12
and 26. Specifically, LMs 12 and 26, respectively, had
swapped position in relation to LMs 10, 11 on the left
side and 24, 25 on the right side. We were aware of the
potential impact of the “Pinocchio effect” (e.g., Von
Cramon-Taubadel et al. 2007), where one (paired) LM
with considerable variation may distribute its variation
to other LMs during the GPA procedure, and thus we
performed the same analyses after exclusion of LMs
12 and 26. However, the same patterns of differences
were observed with a bit lower statistical support, but
still considerably significant (results not shown). The
differences between clades C and B were less prominent
but they are located in the anterior (LM 4, 16) and
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TABLE 3. Shape variation of the cephalothorax inferred by a two-way non-parametric MANCOVA, where size is considered as covariate in
the linear model and statistical significance was assessed by a randomized residual permutation procedure (RRPP) with 10,000 permutations

Source Dfa SSb MSc R2d Fe Zf P-valueg

Size 1 138.5E−4 138.5E−4 0.173 12.95 7.43 0.0001
Clade 2 187.1E−4 93.5E−4 0.233 8.75 6.36 0.0001
Sex 1 30.0E−4 30.0E−4 0.037 2.80 2.78 0.0012
Size : Clade 2 9.6E−4 4.8E−4 0.012 0.45 0.49 0.9702
Size : Sex 1 11.0E−4 11.0E−4 0.014 1.03 1.10 0.2580
Clade : Sex 2 19.1E−4 9.5E−4 0.024 0.89 1.03 0.3438
Size : Clade : Sex 2 11.3E−4 5.6E−4 0.014 0.53 0.63 0.8515
Residuals 37 395.7E−4 10.7E−4
Total 48 802.2E−4

aDegrees of freedom.
bSum of squares.
cMean squares.
dCoefficient of determination.
eF critical value.
fFEffect size measured as standard deviations of observed SS-values from sampling distributions of random values obtained by RRPP.
gProbability of finding a random value larger than the observed value.

posterior part (LM 12, 26) of the cephalothorax along
the longitudinal axis. For instance, clade B appeared to
be more slender and elongated compared with clade C.
Contrasts between these clades were more prominent
when full shape data were considered because of LMs
in the posterior part of the cephalothorax. Overall, clade
A was the most distinct compared with clades B and C
(see our Supplementary Fig. S5, available on Dryad at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s) and allometry
had the strongest impact on clade C.

One-factor npMANOVA where response variables
were shape data of the genital double-somite (females
only) indicated that the clade term had highly significant
and prominent effect, accounting for almost 50% of the
total shape variation (Supplementary Table S5, available
on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s).
Allometry did not have any significant contribution to
the shape variation, and all subsequent analyses were
based on the total shape variation in this data set.
Differences among clades based on the shape of the
genital double-somite were visualized by PCA (Fig. 10).
Clade C clustered in the positive part of the PC1 vector,
while clades A and B formed two distinct clusters in
the negative part of the PC1 vector. It was notable
that most variation was attributable to the relative
position of LM 5 (Fig. 10), which was the only pore
in the data set, and that most of the variation was
found in the posterior half of the genital double-somite,
while the anterior part seems to be more conservative.
The UPGMA phenogram based on pairwise Euclidean
distances among clades suggested that clade C was the
most distinct, followed by the cluster formed by clades
A and B (Supplementary Fig. S6, available on Dryad at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.55q0s).

Taxonomy
Schizopera akation Karanovic and Cooper, 2012

s. str.—Synonymy: Schizopera akation sp. nov. [partim],

Karanovic and Cooper (2012), p. 141, figs. 17, 18, and
21).

Type and only locality: Australia, Western Australia,
Yilgarn region, Yeelirrie Station, calcrete SB, line
SB (Fig. 3, clade A), bore SB14–1, 27.344283°S
120.307708° E.

Differential diagnosis: Body size generally smaller
than in Schizopera kryphia sp. nov. or S. krypta sp. nov.
(Fig. 7). Cephalothorax with pores LM 12 and LM 26
posterior to sensilla LM 11 and LM 25, and nearly as
close to each other as sensilla LM 10 and LM 24 (Fig. 1a).
Genital double-somite with more than three rows of
minute spinules in the posterior half (arrowed in Fig. 2e);
dorsal pore LM 5 situated within the anterior band of
spinules (Fig. 2e).

Schizopera kryphia sp. nov.—Synonymy: Schizopera
akation sp. nov. [partim], Karanovic and Cooper (2012,
p. 141).

Type locality: Australia, Western Australia, Yilgarn
region, Yeelirrie station, calcrete L, line L (Fig. 3, clade
B), bore L-UNK1, 27.329832°S 120.150590° E.

Holotype: Female in toto (WAM C55902) on an SEM
stub in dorsal view (Fig. 1c).

Differential diagnosis: Body size generally larger than
in S. akation but smaller than in S. krypta sp. nov. (Fig. 7).
Cephalothorax with pores LM 12 and LM 26 median to
sensilla LM 11 and LM 25, and more than four times
further away from them than sensilla LM 10 and LM
24 (Fig. 1c,d). Genital double-somite with three rows of
minute spinules in posterior half (Fig. 2f); dorsal pore
LM 5 situated between second and third row of spinules
in the posterior half (Fig. 2f).

Etymology: The species name comes from the Greek
adjective “���́ϕ�oς” (= “kryphios”; meaning “hidden”,
“secret”), agreeing in gender with the feminine genus
name.

Schizopera krypta sp. nov.—Synonymy: Schizopera
akation sp. nov. [partim], Karanovic and Cooper (2012),
p. 141, figs. 19 and 20).
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FIGURE 8. Delimitation of Schizopera akation Karanovic and Cooper, 2012 clades (A–C) in morphospace and visualization of shape changes of
each clade relative to mean shape of the whole sample based on the cephalothorax variation with allometry (left) and without allometry (right).
Morphospaces are defined by first two eigenvectors (PCs) of Procrustes coordinates and relative amount of shape variation explained by PCs
is provided, along with a convex hull for each group. Transformations grids (scaled 3×) below PC plots visualize shape changes of each clade
relative to mean shape of the whole sample.
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FIGURE 9. UPGMA phenogram based on pairwise Euclidean
distances among least square means of clade/sex groups in the
cephalothorax data set of Schizopera akation Karanovic and Cooper,
2012.

Type locality: Australia, Western Australia, Yilgarn
region, Yeelirrie station, calcrete Yeelirrie, line 1 (Fig. 3,
clade C), bore YYD22, 27.167304°S 119.870456°E.

Holotype: Female in toto (WAM C55903) on an SEM
stub in dorsal view (Fig. 1b).

Differential diagnosis: Body size generally larger than
in S. akation or S. kryphia sp. nov. (Fig. 7). Cephalothorax
with pores LM 12 and LM 26 median to sensilla LM 11
and LM 25, and more than four times further away from
them than sensilla LM 10 and LM 24 (Fig. 1b). Genital
double-somite with three rows of minute spinules in
posterior half (Fig. 2d); dorsal pore LM 5 situated
between first and second row of spinules in posterior
half (Fig. 2d).

Etymology: The species name comes from the Greek
adjective “���	
óς” (= “kryptos”; meaning “hidden”),
agreeing in gender with the feminine genus name.

DISCUSSION

Adequate delimitation of species and their formal
taxonomic description is one of the prerequisites for
the improvement of the conservation process (Mace
2004; Goldstein and DeSalle 2011; Platnick 2013; Pante
et al. 2015). In this study we used the pattern of
relative distribution of integumental organs in two
morphological structures, the cephalothorax and genital
double-somite, to delimit cryptic taxa in the S. akation
complex. The pattern in both structures is in agreement
with molecular delimitation analyses that showed the
existence of three distinct evolutionary units, clades A,
B, and C. Clades B and C are here described as two new
species, S. kryphia and S. krypta, respectively, while clade
A was redefined as S. akation s. str. In addition to this,
our study highlights the following important points: 1)
taxonomists should exploit phenotypic features as much
as possible, especially rarely used microstructures such
as integumental organs; 2) phenotypic features should

be analyzed using multivariate tools that explicitly take
into account geometry of the phenotype; 3) phenotypic
variation analyzed in an explicit geometric context can be
as sensitive as molecular data; 4) decrypted species could
be formally described using a condensed format that is in
agreement with the relevant code; 5) and beyond a direct
contribution to taxonomy and systematics, multivariate
analyses of phenotypes provide a language that can
be further interpreted in evolutionary, ecological, and
developmental studies, all of which in turn may help
us to understand, explain, characterize, and formalize
diversity.

Exploitation of Minute Phenotypic Structures
Since the first comprehensive survey of cuticular

organs in copepods by Fleminger (1973), who mapped
and coded perforation sites of the dorsal and lateral
parts of body tergites in the calanoid genus Eucalanus
Dana, 1853, these organs have been studied sporadically
in several groups of calanoids (Strickler 1975; Mauchline
1977, 1988; Mauchline and Nemoto 1977; Von Vaupel
Klein 1982a, 1982b; Malt 1983), cyclopoids (Baribwegure
and Dumont 1999; Baribwegure et al. 2001; Baribwegure
and Mirabdullayev 2003; Alekseev et al. 2006; Karanovic
and Krajicek 2012a; Karanovic et al. 2013a), and
harpacticoids (Karanovic et al. 2012, 2013b, 2014;
Karanovic and Cho 2012; Karanovic and Lee 2012;
Karanovic and McRae 2013; Karanovic and Kim 2014a,
2014b), mostly in the taxonomic context. However, a great
majority of taxonomic work on copepods does not extend
to the study of these minute structures, and some of the
most cited contemporary reference works on copepod
morphology either do not mention cuticular organs at
all (Huys and Boxshall 1991; Boxshall and Halsey 2004)
or refer to them in a single passing sentence (Huys et al.
1996, p. 4). Here we would especially like to advocate
their potential use in studies of fossil taxa and old and
valuable museum specimens, for which molecular data
could not be obtained. Furthermore, their significance
for reconstructing phylogenetic relationships among
copepods has been recently demonstrated by Karanovic
and Kim (2014a), who also postulated that these
underutilized microstructures probably evolve under
different constraints than do macromorphological
structures.

Analyses of Geometric Aspects of the Phenotype
We believe that this study represents the first

attempt to utilize pores and sensilla as landmarks for
quantification of morphological variation in crustaceans.
Cuticular organs were seldom used as landmarks for
geometric morphometrics analyses in arthropods in
general, with only several recent studies on mites (Baran
et al. 2011; Jagersbacher-Baumann and Ebermann 2013;
Jagersbacher-Baumann 2014a, 2014b; Shen et al. 2014;
Vidović et al. 2014). The relative ease with which
cuticular organs can be homologized in closely related
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FIGURE 10. Delimitation of Schizopera akation Karanovic and Cooper, 2012 clades (A–C) in morphospace and visualization of shape changes
of each clade relative to mean shape of the whole sample based on the genital double-somite variation in females. Morphospace is defined by
first two eigenvectors (PCs) of Procrustes coordinates and relative amount of shape variation explained by PCs is provided, along with a convex
hull for each group. Transformations grids (scaled 3×) below PC plot visualize shape changes of each line relative to mean shape of the whole
sample.

taxa (14 species of Schizopera analyzed here being a
perfect example), and the fact that they represent
ideal Type I landmarks for geometric morphometrics
(Bookstein 1991), should lead to their much wider
use in distinguishing cryptic species. The use of
geometric morphometrics as a tool to quantify subtle
morphological variation was proven to be fruitful
for delimitation of cryptic taxa in various arthropod
groups, such as wasps (Baylac et al. 2003; Schwarzfeld

and Sperling 2014), hoverflies (Milankov et al. 2009;
Francuski et al. 2011), buterflies (Barão et al. 2014), beetles
(Andújar et al. 2014; Zúñiga-Reinoso and Benítez 2015),
woolly whiteflies (Mottern and Heraty 2014), and some
crustaceans (Bracken-Grissom et al. 2011; Marchiori et al.
2014). Congruence between our molecular analyses and
geometric morphometrics based on cuticular organs
opens new possibilities for the use of these structures
and procedures in other crustacean groups, other
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arthropods, and most other small animals with a rigid
integument, where pervasive practice of taxonomists
was to use traditional approaches of analysing mostly
qualitative data. As most of our chosen landmarks for S.
akation were also present in other congeners, there is a
possibility for the reconstruction of shape evolution once
a more robust phylogenetic tree becomes available.

Multivariate Phenotype and Molecular Data
The widely perceived supremacy of molecular

methods in detecting cryptic species (Ladner and
Palumbi 2012; Leliaert et al. 2014) is in our view
a consequence of disparity in investment between
molecular and morphological studies done in the past
20 years (De Carvalho et al. 2007; Stein et al. 2014),
and residual typological analysis of phenotypes in
classical taxonomy. Our study shows that geometric
morphometric analyses of phenotypes can provide as
much resolution as molecular data, if not more. For
example, using geometric morphometrics we were able
to separate sexes of all three cryptic species with high
certainty, which is not possible using barcoding alone.

Claims that DNA-based species delimitation may lead
to species overestimation or underestimation due to
the arbitrary value of the barcode gap (Meier 2008;
Puillandre et al. 2012) are valid, but are today mostly
resolved with implementation of models that infer
putative species boundaries on a given phylogenetic
input tree (Zhang et al. 2013). Long synonymy sections
for many widely distributed and eurytopic species
in most animal groups serve as a reminder that
morphology-based taxonomy is no less prone to
overestimating diversity, and cryptic species discovered
by molecular methods show that the opposite was true
in many cases.

Here we do not try to exacerbate the debate
regarding the DNA taxonomy versus traditional,
morphology-based taxonomy (see Wheeler 2008 and
references therein), but rather to emphasize unexploited
power of recent advances in morphometrics and
their value in taxonomic and systematic practices
(MacLeod 2008). Integrative taxonomy (Dayrat 2005),
after all, is an approach that evolved to help
resolve the taxonomic crisis by employing several
lines of evidence (e.g., molecular and morphological
data). However, the way in which a phenotype is
analyzed may play a key role in potential conflicts
between molecular and phenotypic data. A majority
of taxonomists still assess morphological structures
by looking for eye-visible variations among traits.
However, morphological structures are highly complex
in regard to both their development and evolutionary
history, and describing and relating morphological
variation to other hypothetical causes requires full
multivariate approaches, where geometric properties
of the phenotype are preserved (see Adams et al.
2004, 2013). The power of geometric morphometrics
to resolve conflicts in taxonomy is known and the

concept of cryptic species is explicitly challenged (e.g.,
Zúñiga-Reinoso and Benítez 2015). However, geomertic
morphometrics is still underexploited in this context,
and a preliminary analysis of available literature, where
geometric morphometrics was utilized along with
molecular data, showed that disagreement between
methods is less than 5% (M. Djurakic, unpublished data).

Significance of Formal Description of Species
There are probably thousands of species out there

that have been delimited by molecular data alone, but
remain without formal description; for a summary on
copepods see Lajus et al. (2015). The question is what
should we do with them? One solution would be to
re-examine them using geometric morphometrics and
formally describe them. Journal editors should make
such analyses mandatory for all papers, instead of
opting to publish molecular analyses and delegating
taxonomic descriptions to subsequent contributions and
specialized taxonomic journals. In cases where this
is not possible due to small sample size, we see no
problems in formal species descriptions being based on
reliable DNA data alone (see Cook et al. 2010; Stand and
Sundberg 2011) or in combination with morphological
characters (Harvey et al. 2008; Jörger and Schrödl 2013;
Clouse and Wheeler 2014). There is certainly nothing
in the Zoological Code (ICZN 1999) to prevent this,
provided that other basic criteria (such as holotype
designation) are met, and molecular characters are,
after all, just characters. Our decrypted species from
Yeelirrie are a good example for the urgency of formal
descriptions.

Here and elsewhere the term Yeelirrie has been
indiscriminately used to describe the existing pastoral
station, one of the tributaries of the Carey paleochannel
(as Yeelirrie paleochannel), the system of calcrete
deposits in this area, and the proposed uranium
mine. Yeelirrie is Australia’s second-biggest unmined
uranium deposit (Needham 2009). Proposed uranium
mining in Yeelirrie may involve removal of a significant
portion of the largest calcrete deposit, which contains
the uranium ore, accompanied by dewatering of the
shallow groundwater habitat. This will impact the core
stygofauna habitat and may threaten the continued
existence of the S. akation complex and numerous
other locally endemic copepod and other species of
stygofauna (Karanovic et al. 2015). Similar cases in other
parts of Western Australia strengthen the call for the
improvement of conservation procedures in regions
where short-range endemics coincide with extraction of
mineral resources (Eberhard et al. 2009; Harvey et al.
2011; Karanovic et al. 2013b), and this problem has a
global resonance.

Multivariate Phenotype beyond Taxonomy and Systematics
Beside taxonomic utility, geometric morphometric

analyses provided preliminary insights into the
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differential evolutionary modes for the cephalothorax
and genital double-somite in the S. akation complex.
The three clades showed considerable differences in
the cephalothorax size, but not in the genital double-
somite size, and the pattern of gradual increases in
size of cephalothorax from clades A to C was obvious.
Similarly, phenograms of the three clades based on
the relative distribution of cuticular organs (shape)
of two morphological structures were not congruent.
The phenogram based on the shape of cephalothorax
is in agreement with molecular data, where B and
C form a clade which is a sister to clade A. On the
other hand, the phenogram based on variation of the
genital double-somite shape suggests that A and B
form a clade which is a sister to clade C. Observing
contrasting patterns of variation for two morphological
structures measured on the same individuals is not
a rare phenomenon, especially if the two structures
have contrasting functional roles and likely selective
regimes (Klingenberg 2010a). The cephalothorax
in this group of copepods contains seven pairs of
appendages, performing a variety of important survival
functions (from feeding to locomotion), while the
genital double-somite contains a single pair of reduced
appendages, relevant mostly for reproduction (Huys
and Boxshall 1991). Furthermore, the gradual pattern
of the cephalothorax size variation from clade A to
C is in agreement with the pattern of their probable
radiation upstream in this paleochannel from marine
ancestors (see Karanovic and Cooper 2012; Karanovic
et al. 2015; also quite evident in our reconstructed
phylogeny of S. leptafurca). It is expected that salinity
of water decreases upstream, which in turn constrains
physiological requirements and possibly overall size in
a gradual manner (Litchman et al. 2009).

Even though the proximal causes of size differences
are beyond this study, this finding represents a starting
direction for further research in this group, and
suggests possible environmental impact on the size of
cephalothorax but not on the genital double-somite.
Even though the overall sample size was not ambiguous,
further contrasts between the cephalothorax and genital
double-somite are suggestive by comparing distribution
of shape variation for the two structures in PCA. Hulls
that span the variation of the three clades were partly
overlapping in PCA based on the cephalothorax data
set, but were clearly separated based on the genital
double-somite data. Furthermore, the pattern of shape
variation in the genital double-somite data set appeared
to be the greatest in clade C compared with the other
two groups, which might be a consequence of pooling
samples from a broader region. Note that all specimens
of clade A were collected in a single bore and are most
likely kin, and those belonging to clade B were collected
in two neighboring bores, while samples belonging
to clade C came from a much wider area and also
exhibited divergence of about 4% in the molecular
data. Given that the cephalothorax is in agreement
with molecular data regarding the topology of clades,
and that the genital double-somite reflects a possible

divergence within clade C but does not agree with
the molecular topology, it is likely that the genital
double-somite variation reflects population variation,
while the cephalothorax is a more stable trait for a
species-level comparison. Because the cephalothorax
is a multifunctional morphological structure, it might
be expected that stabilizing selection is a dominant
source that shapes genetic and developmental processes
that give rise to the cephalothorax variation. In
that way the cephalothorax variation is constrained
in a particular direction (Schluter 1996), and its
evolutionary change is preserved over a greater time
scale compared with the genital double-somite variation.
The allometric relationship between the relative position
of integumental organs and the overall cephalothorax
size differences across clades additionally corroborated
stability of the cephalothorax variation. Static allometric
lines of the three clades did not differ, which is
expected for closely related species (Klingenberg and
Zimmermann 1992; Pélabon et al. 2014; Voje et al. 2014),
but see Adams and Nistri (2010). Finally, the consistent
pattern of sexual shape dimorphism in size and shape of
the cephalothorax additionally supports its conservative
nature and possible utility for taxonomical research in
copepods.
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